AVIATION
Globally-based insight for the defence aerospace sector, covering contemporary issues like UAV growth, Chinese Air Force modernisation and fifth-generation fighter development, underpinned by forensic reference and forecast analysis.

WEAPONS & PLATFORMS
The Weapons team delivers a range of reference products covering offensive weaponry from the smallest calibre ammunition up to strategic weapon systems, as well as forecasting the Missiles and Precision Guided Weapon markets.

MILITARY GROUND VEHICLES
Comprehensive and exclusive reporting of global land warfare platforms complemented by analysis of key topics including Russian armoured vehicle developments, emerging UGV technologies and military vehicle market opportunities.

MILITARY CAPABILITIES
Global tri-service capability assessments, the world’s most comprehensive, geo-enabled military data layer (bases, inventories, ORBATs), and in-depth insight into key topics such as NATO responses to Russian military activism.

C4ISR, MISSION SYSTEMS & COMMS
Comprehensive coverage of C4ISR and Mission Systems worldwide, including reporting of emerging technologies, ten year markets forecast, and detailed technical reference.

TERRORISM & INSURGENCY
Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre (JTIC) provides broad and deep coverage and analysis of the activities of non-state armed groups worldwide, including a granular events database, detailed group profiles, and daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly insight and analysis pieces.

DEFENCE INDUSTRY & BUDGETS
Analysis of strategic military WMD capabilities including production and policy development, and the threats posed by both nuclear proliferation and the illicit trafficking of chemical, biological, radioactive and nuclear materials.

REGIONAL SECURITY
Led by the Award winning Jane’s Defence Weekly, our daily regional security insight provides an unequalled record for pinpointing geopolitical threats, revealing new weapon technology and analysing global military and defence activity.

CBRN
Provides news, analysis, market reports, data and forecasts on over 100 countries, giving a complete picture on emerging and mature defence market trends.

IHS Jane’s is now Jane’s by IHS Markit. With a legacy of more than 100 years, Jane’s is one of the world’s most trusted providers of open-source intelligence and deep market insights for aerospace, defense and security (AD&S).